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Units Are $10,000 Each, Minimum Entry $30,000
Average Annual Return (IRR)
15% (proforma)
And an Equity Multiple of 6X
100% Return on Capital
from Annual Distributions
and
100% Return of Investment Capital,
Tax Free
After Return Of Capital You
Retain Continued Equity Participation
TOTAL FINANCING 300 UNITS
$3,000,000 USD

Executive Summary
Proven Product - IT’S CHOCOLATE!!
A $100 Billion Industry Worldwide

HIGH DEMAND – CURRENTLY WEAK AND VARIABLE SUPPLY
HIGH AND INCREASING PROFIT MARGINS FROM MULTIPLE PRODUCTS
MADE FROM BELIZE AND PANAMA SPECIALTY FINE FLAVOR CACAO

SOCIAL REWARDS

HELP IMPROVE THE LIVES OF CACAO FARMERS AND CHOCOLATE
WORKERS IN BELIZE AND PANAMA
WITH LIVING WAGES AND SUSTAINABLE LONG-TERM EMPLOYMENT

PROFESSIONAL MANAGEMENT

TURNKEY FARMING OPERATIONS, CACAO BEAN PROCESSING,
CHOCOLATE MANUFACTURING AND SALES ALL DONE FOR YOU

INFRASTRUCTURE ALREADY IN PLACE

FERMENTATION & DRYING DEPOT WITH 80 MT ANNUAL CAPACITY
CACAO FARMS PLANTED A YEAR AGO WITH 25,000 TREES

SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE INCOME

CASH FLOW FROM PROVEN CHOCOLATE BAR SALES
REVENUE SOURCES FOR YEARS TO COME
A LEGACY INVESTMENT FOR YOUR HEIRS

Who is AgroNosotros?
AgroNosotros is a 6-year old “pioneering” effort to
vertically integrate the specialty coffee and fine flavor
cacao industries, beginning with International Coffee
Farms (ICFC) in Panama in 2014 and Peini Cacao
Plantation in Belize in 2016.
AgroNosotros is currently operating 11 specialty coffee
farms in Boquete, Panama and 5 fine flavor cacao
chocolate farms in southern Belize.
With proprietary state-of-the-art coffee and cacao
processing facilities, a quality testing laboratory, and
on-site nursery, high-end retail facilities in both Panama
and Belize and a wholesale distribution network.

All of which has been in-place for 3+ years!
AgroNosotros has the infrastructure in place to grow,
process and sell at least 400 metric tonnes
of specialty agriculture crops annually
to a global market.
Our multi-lingual, multi-national team of experts cover
the entire value chain from seed to bean to
finished product.
Our in-house agronomists, biologist and our trained
staff in both countries apply our unique “Art of Coffee
and Cacao Science” across our network of farms.

The Opportunity

AgroNosotros Capital LLC (the “Sponsor”) hereby offers (the “Offering”) to certain Accredited
Investors (the “Subscribers”), as that term is defined in Rule 501 of Regulation D as
promulgated under the securities act of 1933, as amended (the “Act”).
The Sponsor offers up to Three Hundred (300) 2020 Series 1
Membership Interests in Peini Cacao Plantation Limited Liability Company (LLC) (the “Units”),
to continue to develop and operate certain cacao farms in Belize, specifically
The “Columbia 60 farms” (the “Farms”), turnkey managed by
Peini Cacao Plantation Ltd. (the “Operator”).
The Units include proportional ownership in the “Columbia 60 farms” conventional
non-organic cacao operations and participation in the net profit from the
manufacture, distribution and sale of various finished chocolate products
(the “Bars”) sold nationally in specific select markets (as defined herein)
by a wholly-owned and operated affiliate of the Sponsor, specifically
Mahogany Chocolate (Panama) S.A. (the “Manufacturer”).
PEINI CACAO PLANTATION LTD.
(the “Operator”) will manage on a turnkey
basis the operations of the Columbia 60
farms (the “Farms”).
MAHOGANY CHOCOLATE (PANAMA) S.A.
(the “Manufacturer”) will manage
the manufacture, distribution and sale of
various finished chocolate products
(the “Bars”).

Projected Returns

1. From a 100% Return ON Invested Capital Through Annual Distributions
The goal of the business model is to return annually at least the currently available risk-free rate of
return. And an amount that compensates for the business risk of the opportunity
plus a percentage above that total to compensate for the time-value-of-money.
Currently, the target IRR Is 15%.
The target minimum IRR is based on a distribution to owners of 70% of the
net profits. The Sponsor will be allocated 30% of the net profits as
compensation for services.

Investors in Class A Units will receive 100%
of net profits from year 1 of operations

-

Prior to the 70/30 split described above 2% of the gross
operating income will be allocated to the Sponsor’s social
sustainability program which includes assistance
for cacao farmers and chocolate manufacturing personnel.
Distributions and operations reporting will be made
annually on a calendar basis. Accounting will be performed
and reported under GAAP or similar guidelines by
management and verified by an independent
! third party
accounting firm. Audited financial information will not be
prepared or provided.

2. From a 100% Return OF Invested Capital - Tax Free !
The Sponsor will distribute from retained earnings, a one-time payment of 100%
OF the initial capital invested, at the time that investors have earned and have been returned 100%
ON their invested capital through annual profit distributions.
As a return of capital, this may be a tax-free event given the tax regulations remain the same as at the
date of the private placement memorandum.

3. From Your “Carried Ownership”Position
After the Class A Units have been returned 100% of their investment through annual distributions from
operations and … 100% of their invested capital has been returned from retained earnings….
Class A Units will continue to hold 70% equity participation in Peini Cacao Plantation LLC.

Sustainable Agriculture
Peini Cacao Plantation Ltd., the Operator, is in the business of acquiring suitable raw land
and/or underperforming cacao farms and using capital to develop and/or rehab those
farms into high value-added farms producing first quality fine flavor cacao.
Once acquired, a plan is put in place for the development and operations of the ideal fine
flavor cacao farm, from scratch.
Implementing our “Art of Cacao Science” our team of experts conduct a series of tests
such as soil and leaf analysis before putting a plan in place to plant complementary
vegetation, beans and trees to create a balanced eco-system. Cacao trees are then
planted in horizontal contours, not the traditional vertical rows that encourage soil erosion.
These value-added plans need time to “harvest” the extra rewards. Newly planted cacao
saplings will produce their 1st crop in years 3 or 4 and then continue to produce higher
quality and quantities of cacao for 25 years or more. Down the road, as these trees reach
this 25-year stage, a plan is in place to rotate out the oldest trees first until the entire farm
Is renovated.
Saplings sourced from the proprietary Peini Cacao Plantation Ltd. nursery will be
planted in-between existing rows, 2 to 3 years before the tree is past its peak, where it can
grow safely in the shade of the older trees. Once ready to produce its first crop, the older
trees will be removed, turned into compost/fertilizer and returned to the farm’s soil.
This continuous process gives us an ongoing series of 25-year cycles of production,
increased profits in the form of more cacao, higher quality cacao, a more reliable and
consistent supply of cacao and higher sales prices for the cacao beans.

Infrastructure Already In Place
In 2017 and 2018 Peini Cacao Plantation Ltd. designed and built one of, if not the
biggest, fermentation and drying depots in Belize. The key to producing a steady supply
of consistent high-quality cacao for chocolate makers world-wide, Is centralized
processing.
We harvest all of our cacao beans wet and within 8 to 12 hours of being harvested, the
beans are brought straight to our depot and placed in our traditional
3-tier fermentation boxes. With the capacity to handle 9.6 tonnes at a time, the beans
stay here for 6 -7 days. Our cacao quality team performs quality “cut tests”
on random batches daily to ensure even and full fermentation.
Once fermentation quality is satisfied, the beans
are transferred to our passive solar drying beds.
Here they are raked and turned 3 times
daily for another 6 - 7 days, exposed to
direct and indirect sunlight and warm
tropical breezes until they reach an
exact moisture content of 6.5%.
At this stage they will be taken to the
hand-sorting tables where all the
imperfect beans and any unwanted debris
is removed, and the class 1 beans are
bagged and sent to a proprietary company
factory to be processed into our own
line of chocolate bars.
For more information on our processing visit
www.peinicacao.com/centralized-processing

Why Agricultural Real Estate?
Firstly, many seasoned investors strongly
believe that long-term operation of agricultural
land has proven to be the most reliable and
traditional path to significant gains in wealth
over many generations of the world’s
wealthiest families.
Secondly, the participation in income-producing
agricultural land over long periods of time, along
with the careful and constant management
of the land to improve crop yield and quality, has
proven to add to the wealth-generating benefits
of agricultural land.
Thirdly, if the agricultural land produces a crop
that is in high and increasing demand, with
proven demand and channels to market for
those crops/products already in-place,
without the added risk of perishability, and with
sustainably high profit margins consistently
available, a high-probability formula
for success is assured.
That perfectly describes the economics of cacao
and chocolate and the business model of
Peini Cacao Plantation LLC.

How Will The Extra Earnings And
Investor Returns Be Accomplished?
Capital also allows the processing of the cacao
to become a value-add for the business. Most
farmers outsource their wet beans for the
fermenting and drying of their cacao, thereby
losing a significant amount of the quality (and
value) available from professionally processed
cacao, as they either don’t know how or can’t
Pretty basic principles, right?
be bothered. Leading them to sell the largest
Using capital that many farmers do not have unprocessed quantity possible to a single
access to, to fertilize the soil, weed the farm buyer. The simplest way but not the most
and otherwise manage the cacao trees is the profitable!
base of all the crop science that adds value.
Adding the sponsor’s team of agronomists With capital, cacao science, business and farm
and biologist, we can identify exactly what the management and time these extra rewards will
soil is missing and select our fertilizers and be added to the profits of an already potentially
very lucrative chocolate manufacturing
other Inputs scientifically.
business, benefitting all involved, from the
In 2018 Peini started a nursery to grow in passive investors right through to the
demand varietals of cacao that may not be on farmhands themselves.
the acquired farms. Adding thousands of trees
of high-quality varietals in the very early years
will ensure unit owners reap these extra
This Is Not “Rocket Science”
rewards as time passes.
This is where the real value-added part of this
opportunity comes into play. Simply put,
adding capital, crop science and experienced
local and professional business and farm
management is the key.

By using Peini’s proprietary nursery
we have complete control with vertical
integration starting from the seed.
Having access to capital to develop the farms
allows the planting of new “fresh” trees that
will continue to produce cacao for many years
to come. With capital this cycle can be
repeated every 25 years or so.
Many currently undercapitalized farmers have
trees 40 years old and in declining
Production.

BUT IT IS
CACAO SCIENCE

Cacao Educational Adventure Trips
Do your own “Boots On The Ground” due diligence…
visit us at origin in Belize, walk our farms and meet the
team, get to know some of our local farmers and gain
first-hand knowledge of Peini’s unique processing
systems & factory facilities.

Visit our new factory soon to be established in Panama
and enjoy the experience of making your own
chocolate bars. The tour through a real Willie Wonka
chocolate factory will be a lifetime memory!
Experience for yourself the impact of our socially
sustainable programs and see how Mayan and
Panamanian farmers really live and work!
You will never look at chocolate
The same way again!
We host very successful (and fun!) group educational
cacao tours in Belize and Panama
at least 3 times a year.
It is an amazing 4 to 5 day experience that you will always
remember. Come for just the tour or stay longer,
after all it is the Caribbean!
Visit the Peini cacao farm tour page on
www.peinicacao.com

Testimonials
One of the most interesting and diverse investment tours of my life. From cacao
nurseries and production to chocolate-making, you can see that Peini Cacao
Plantation has the right team in place to ensure success. From banking
to cacao tree pruning to providing Belizean workers with good benefits,
the company understands what it takes to prosper in Belize – social, economic,
and environmental sustainability. I was impressed. plus the chocolate tasted
amazing.

Keith W.

I thoroughly enjoyed my time with the team in Belize. Not only did I learn a
lot about the chocolate-making process, but I met some truly great people,
including other like-minded real estate investors. I left for the trip solo;
I came back from the trip with many new friends. My advice to others: go,
you’ll be glad you did!

Mark S.

